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Abstract

The optimization of an oil and gas separation plant operating revenue has been

performed for different characteristic reservoir fluid types (gas condensate, volatile oil

and black oil) using an evolutionary algorithm. A process simulation model mimicking

a typical plant has been used as a black-box model and optimized with respect to nine

design variables using the CMA-ES algorithm. The plant studied has three separation

stages, including gas re-compression for each stage as well as a final gas boosting step

before export. Each compression stage includes gas cooling and partial condensation
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upstream compressors. All condensate streams from the re-compression system are

recycled back into the separation system for increased liquid recovery. The results indi-

cate the following common optimal settings among others: the first stage temperature

is optimal at the high bound, the third stage temperature is optimal at the low bound,

the temperature of the gas from the middle stage separator is optimal at the lower

bound. Some of the settings are different between the three fluids investigated, but

with a clear trend among the fluids. One example is the optimal middle stage separa-

tor pressure, which increases with decreasing gas-oil ratio of the fluid. Benchmarking

the optimization potential indicates that an increased operating revenue of close to 1%

may be realized for the gas condensate and the volatile oil, whereas the optimization

potential is less for a black oil fluid type. It is also noted that this optimization may

come at a significant penalty in terms of the energy required, especially for the volatile

oil case.

Introduction

The separation of reservoir fluids from production wells into separate gas and liquid phases

is performed in surface facilities, both offshore as well as onshore, consisting of a number of

separation stages where oil and gas (and usually also produced water) are separated. The

fluids usually pass through 2-4 separators, where the liquid from one separator is passed

to the next. For each stage, the pressure is reduced to gradually liberate more and more

gas until a sufficiently stabilized liquid product is formed suitable for export via pipeline,

for temporary storage, or for further processing in downstream refinery. The quality of the

stabilized liquid product is often set to meet specific requirements in terms of the amount

of lighter fractions of hydrocarbons that may flash off. This is typically defined by a TVP

(True Vapor Pressure) and/or an RVP (Reid Vapor Pressure) target, and this is one of

the most important constraints for such a facility. The gas liberated from each separation

stage is re-compressed and the total amount of associated gas can be used for a number of
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different purposes such as fuel gas for local power generation, gas lift, gas reinjection, gas

export or, as a last resort, flaring. For gas export via pipeline, the specification made by the

gas shipper or receiving facilities often induces requirements for dehydration, gas sweetening

and hydrocarbon dew point control of the gas.1

The optimization of surface facilities for the separation of reservoir fluids into separate

liquid and gaseous phases has been of scientific and practical interest for decades. The

objective is traditionally to maximize the liquid volume for a given fluid flow into the surface

facilities. The liquid export stream is more valuable, especially when no gas export route

exists and excess gas is flared, but often also even with gas exported to sales. Earlier

studies focused on finding optimal pressure in the separators constituting the separation train

(consecutive gas/liquid separators), but estimation of the optimal number of separators has

also been of interest. More separation stages will increase the liquid recoverable amount, but

as more and more stages are added, the incremental change decreases.2,3 Often an optimum

is found between 2-4 stages considering CAPEX and OPEX, and for offshore facilities, also

lay out considerations.

In terms of optimal separator pressures, the target of several studies has been to provide

engineering calculations, which could guide the designers and operators in selecting the best

settings. Traditionally, many surface facilities have not included a compression system due

to the lack of a gas export route. Inclusion of a gas compression system is more and more

common, either due to the need for high pressure gas lift or if a gas export route has been

established, or both. The associated gas, even for crude oil / volatile oil, is considered

valuable. Furthermore, it is not considered environmentally acceptable to flare gas.

The existence of a compression system on top of the separation train greatly increases

the complexity of the plant and increases the number of adjustable variables greatly. In

the compression system more liquid condensate streams may also exist due to cooling and

subsequent partial condensation. These streams are often recycled back into lower pressure

gas/liquid separators to increase the overall liquid recovery and to avoid disposal of valuable
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product. These condensate streams often carry C1-C5 components and are often heavy

in NGL (natural gas liquids, C2-C4). These components also constitute the majority of

the gas phase flashed in the downstream gas/liquid separators. For such a facility, there

will often be a significant recycling of lighter components, which flash from the reservoir

fluid, then enter the compression system, where condensation by cooling occurs, and then

some of these components are fed back into the separation train. Thus, in such complex

facilities, it is easy to imagine that optimizing the separator pressure(s) alone may lead to

sub-optimal settings, if settings of the individual parts of the compression system are not

included. This is mostly due to, but not limited to, the temperature of the gas streams

entering individual compressors. Thus, to find optimal settings, a plant-wide approach (in

this context considering both the separation train and the compression train) is required.

Comprehensive reviews of the literature regarding optimization of surface facilities have

recently been given by Mahmoud et al.4 and Andreasen,5 and here we elaborate by pro-

viding an overview of the different approaches, which have been taken in order to perform

optimization of surface facilities, cf. Table 1.

The references in Table 1 span a wide range in terms of optimization methods and mod-

eling complexity. For the optimization methods applied, the full range from brute force and

one factor at a time (OFAT), deterministic gradient based approaches, to stochastic evolu-

tionary algorithms as well as artificial neural networks (ANN) is covered. The optimization

problem may be defined as a local optimization, i.e. only a few variables in a few separation

stages or with settings for one type of equipment only to a plant-wide optimization approach

(PWO), where more or less the entire process plant and relevant settings for temperature

and pressure are taken into consideration. The model itself, which is used as the basis for

optimization may range from a user defined (UDF) flash routine based on equation of state

(EOS) for a single point in a process to a full-fledged flow sheeting process simulation model,

often using commercial specialized software. Some studies also base the optimization on

reduced order models, i.e. surrogate models where a more complex behavior/simulation is
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Table 1: Overview of representative works related to optimization of surface oil and gas
separation system optimization.

Simulation Optimization Model Number of Compression Condensate Gas Number Number Year Ref.
Purpose algorithm separation system. recycle conditioning of of

stages included included included variables fluids
PWO EA1 Full sim. 3 yes yes no 9 3 2020 This work
PWO EA2 Full sim. 3 yes yes yes 10 1 2020 5

+Kriging
Local Brute Force Full sim. 1-4 yes no no 1-4 2 2019 2

PWO EA3 Full sim. 3 partial no a 3-4b 1(3)c 2019 6

Local GA Full sim. 3-5 yes no no 3-5 1 2019 3

PWO SLSQP RSM 3 yes yes yes 5 1 2018 7

PWO EA Full sim. 3 partial no a 7 1 2018 8

PWO EAa Full sim. 3/4 yes no/yes no 9 1 2014 9

Local GA Full sim. 3/4 no no no 3/4 2 2014 10

Local OFAT UDF EOS 2/3 no no no 1/2 2 2013 11

Local Deterministic UDF EOS 2–5 no no no 4–7 2010 12

Local Brute Force UDF EOS 3 no/yes no no 2/4 3 2009 13

Local OFAT UDF EOS 4 no no no 3 1 2008 14

Local ANN Correlation 3 no no no 1 Mult. 2006 15

Notes:
1. CMA-ES, 2. NSGA-II, 3. NSGA-II/SQP hybrid
a. The plant includes gas conditioning, but it is unclear if this part has been included in the modeling.
b. 8 variables included in screening, but reduced when running the optimization.
c. Three different production scenarios investigated with the same reservoir fluid.
Abbreviations:
PWO: Plant Wide Optimization, EA: Evolutionary Algorithm, GA: Genetic Algorithm, SQP: Sequential
Quadratic Programming, SLSQP: Sequential Least-Squares Programming, OFAT: One Factor A Time,
ANN: Artificial Neural Network, NSGA: Non-dominant Sorting Genetic Algorithm, CMA-ES: Covariance Matrix
Adaption Evolution Strategy, RSM: Response Surface Methodology/modeling, UDF: User Defined Flash,
EOS: Equation of State.

represented by: a correlation, a response surface (RSM), a Kriging model, ANN or other

Machine Learning methods. Such representation has the benefit of providing either ana-

lytical derivatives or smooth numerical derivatives, which opens up for a wider range of

optimization methods and/or significantly reduced simulation times. The number of sepa-

ration stages varies from 1–5 with 3–4 being the most common. Some problems consider

only the separation train, while some include the compression train. A subset of these also

takes the gas conditioning/dew-pointing facility into account. Most studies consider only a

single type of fluid, although a few studies consider 2 or 3 different fluid types. A single

study considers a multitude of fluids with different properties. It seems common, that when

more fluid types are considered, the modeling complexity is reduced in some way, e.g. the

gas compression system is excluded, or the number of variables is reduced. The number of

variables spans a range from a single variable (middle separator pressure) to 8-10 variables

in recent studies that utilize a plant-wide approach.
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Generally, the optimizations are constrained to some extent, either in variables/factors or

responses. For instance, an intermediate separation stage will be constrained to a pressure,

which is in-between the upstream and downstream separator pressures. Furthermore, the

quality of the produced oil is subject to a maximum allowable bubble-point pressure, typically

given by TVP, or indirectly RVP.

In the present study, we utilize a plant-wide approach for optimizing a typical offshore oil

and gas separation plant for three different reservoir fluids, the archetypes: gas condensate,

volatile oil and black oil. A simulation model including both a separation train as well

as a compression train will be considered, which also takes into account internal recycle

streams due to partial condensation in compressor suction scrubbers, which are recycled to

the separation train. We utilize a stochastic method in the form of an evolutionary algorithm

treating the plant simulation model as a black-box. This work is a natural extension of our

previous works2,5,7 bringing it to a higher combined complexity.

By combining a relatively high number of process variables using a plant-wide approach

and by considering three different archetypes of reservoir fluids, this study aims at highlight-

ing trends, differences and similarities in optimal operating parameters for the separation of

the given fluid archetypes. Such information is deemed valuable both when designing facil-

ities for a specific fluid type and when adjusting the operating parameters if the wellfluid

changes over lifetime or if other wellfluid types are introduced due to e.g. tie-back of new

producing wells/reservoirs.

Methods

Process description

A typical oil and gas separation plant is modeled with some simplifications such as the lack

of gas dehydration and gas treatment (dew point control). The process consists of an oil and

gas separation train coupled with gas re-compression. The separation train is a multistage
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process, where the feed mixture is progressively depressurized and concurrently gas and liquid

phases are separated. The process flow diagram (PFD) of the system under investigation is

shown in Figure 1. Because the focus of this work is on the optimal separation of gas and oil,

the feed is considered water-free, and all separators are modeled as 2-phase separators. Each

stage consists of an isenthalpic (PH-flash) expansion followed by gas-oil separation. The oil

exiting a separator is further depressurized and fed to the immediate downstream separator

with the exception of the oil exiting the last separator of the train, which is exported or

routed to tank. In this work, the separation train is composed of three stages. As shown

in Figure 1, the separators are named S1, S2, and S3. The possibility of regulating the

temperature of these separators is provided for by heat exchangers upstream each separation

stage. The saturated gas exiting each separator is cooled down, whereby condensation may

take place. The condensates, if any, are separated from the gas in additional separators

(compressor suction scrubbers) (S11, S21, S31) and recycled back into the separation train.

The condensates recovered in the separators Si1 are recycled back into the separation train

at the stage i + 1 except for the last stage, where the condensate is recycled into the same

stage (see Figure 1) by means of pumping. The gas streams exiting the separators/scrubbers

S21 and S31 are compressed up to the pressure of the preceding stage of the separation train,

then cooled down and fed to the scrubbers/separators S11 and S21, respectively. The gas

exiting the scrubber/separator S11 is fed to a 2-stage re-compression where the pressure is

increased up to the export pressure. This process setup is used for the optimization of all

reservoir fluids.

Fluid description and simulation tool

Three optimization studies are considered in this work, corresponding to three distinct reser-

voir fluids: gas condensate, volatile oil and black oil. The composition of the fluids is taken

from the literature16 and presented in Table 2. The components up to C5 are real single com-

ponents (alkanes), i.e. methane, ethane, propane, i-butane, n-butane, i-pentane, n-pentane,
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Figure 1: Process Flow Diagram of the system under investigation, consisting of a separation
train coupled with a multi-stage gas re-compression train.

whereas the components from C6 to C19 are pseudo-components representing hydrocarbon

fractions of given carbon atoms. The components C20 and heavier are lumped as a sin-

gle pseudo-component. Average molecular mass and specific gravity (SG) (at 60◦F) for the

pseudo-components C7 and heavier are also reported in Bahadori16 and reported in Table

2. Since average molecular mass and specific gravity for the C6 fraction is not provided in

ref.16 the parameters for these fractions were assumed to be the same as those reported for

one C6 fraction reported by Danesh.17 Table 2 also reports the GOR (gas-oil-ratio) and the

liquid and gas density obtained via a flash calculation at standard conditions.

The process simulations are carried out using Honeywell Unisim Design R471 (Honeywell,

Charlotte, North Carolina, US) using the Peng-Robinson equation of state18 and COSTALD

liquid density19 for the thermodynamic calculations. The critical parameters (critical pres-

sure, critical temperature, critical volume and acentric factors) for defined components were

estimated internally by Unisim using the Twu method.20,21 The corresponding phase en-

velopes for the three fluids investigated are depicted in Figure 2.
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Table 2: Composition of the three archetype reservoir fluids, together with average molar
mass and specific gravity (at 60◦F) for pseudo-components C6 and heavier. Additional
characterization properties given for single stage stabilization at atmospheric pressure and
15.6◦C.

Gas condensate Volatile oil Black Oil
Component Component Mole Molar mass Specific Mole Molar mass Specific Mole Molar mass Specific
group name (%) (g/mol) gravity (%) (g/mol) gravity (%) (g/mol) gravity
Defined N2 0.60 0.58 0.56

CO2 3.34 3.27 3.55
C1 74.16 53.89 45.34
C2 7.90 8.57 5.48
C3 4.15 6.05 3.70
iC4 0.71 1.05 0.70
nC4 1.44 2.44 1.65
iC5 0.53 0.88 0.73
nC5 0.66 1.17 0.87

Pseudo C6 0.81 84.0 0.69 1.45 84.0 0.69 1.33 84.0 0.69
C7 1.20 91.2 0.75 2.38 91.9 0.74 2.73 89.9 0.76
C8 1.15 104.0 0.77 2.59 104.7 0.765 3.26 103.2 0.78
C9 0.63 119.0 0.79 1.75 119.2 0.79 2.14 117.7 0.80
C10 0.5 133.0 0.80 1.50 131.0 0.79 1.94 133.0 0.80
C11 0.29 144.0 0.79 1.55 147.0 0.80 1.62 147.0 0.80
C12 0.27 155.0 0.80 0.93 161.0 0.81 1.47 160.0 0.82
C13 0.28 168.0 0.81 1.13 171.0 0.83 1.69 172.0 0.83
C14 0.22 181.0 0.82 1.01 182.0 0.84 1.62 186.0 0.84
C15 0.17 195.0 0.83 0.80 195.0 0.84 1.59 200.0 0.85
C16 0.15 204.0 0.84 0.86 208.0 0.85 1.30 213.0 0.86
C17 0.14 224.0 0.84 0.60 228.0 0.84 1.11 233.0 0.85
C18 0.09 234.0 0.84 0.68 247.0 0.85 1.26 247.0 0.86
C19 0.13 248.0 0.84 0.54 252.0 0.86 1.07 258.0 0.87
C20+ 0.47 362.0 0.88 4.34 411.0 0.90 13.32 421.0 0.91

GOR (Sm3/Sm3) 2313 358 134
SG(gas) (–) 0.78 0.86 0.82
ρ(oil) (kg/m3) 830 846 866
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Figure 2: Calculated phase envelopes for the three fluids investigated. The critical point is
marked with a filled circle for each fluid.

Definition of the optimization problem

The objective of the optimization is stated as the maximization of the net operating profit

φ, defined as the revenues from oil φoil and gas φgas sales minus the operating expenses and

expressed as $ per unit mass of feed in kg. The sales price of the oil and gas was set to

constant values, being 62.71 $ per barrel oil and 2.61 $ per MMBtu gas.22 The revenues for

the oil and gas per unit mass of feed were thus calculated by:

φoil =
Foil

Ff

394.4 $/m3

ρoil
(1)

φgas =
Fgas

Ff

0.092 $/m3

ρgas
(2)

φ = φoil + φgas (3)

where Ff , Foil and Fgas are the mass flow rates of the feed, the oil export and the export

gas, respectively, in kg/hour, ρoil and ρgas are the densities of the export oil and the export
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gas, respectively, in kg/m3. The operating expenses included in the optimization are those

related to the gas compression and to heating or cooling of the process fluids. All power

requirements have been assumed to be internally covered by a fraction of the export gas:

P = Ffuel · LHV · η, used as fuel gas, where P is the power requirement, Ffuel is the mass

flow rate of the fuel gas required internal energy needs and η is an overall efficiency of the

conversion of fuel to electrical power. The gas required for fuel gas is subtracted from the

total gas production, and hence the export gas rate is given by:

Fgas = Fgas,total − Ffuel (4)

Therefore, the energy expenditures (OPEX) results in a decrease in the gas revenues.

With regards to the gas compression, the adiabatic efficiency of all compressors was set

to 0.75. As regards the coolers, seawater was used as cooling medium assuming that the

seawater lift is the only term taken into account as energy requirement. Seawater temperature

was fixed at 10 ◦C, with ∆T = 10 ◦C of the seawater inside the coolers. The needed mass flow

rate of seawater was then calculated by equating the heat duties process-side and seawater-

side. For the duty calculations, the heat capacity of the process fluid was calculated by the

property package of Honeywell Unisim Design, whereas the heat capacity of the cooling water

was taken to be equal to 4.18 kJ/kg K. The density of the cooling water was assumed equal

to 1000 kg/m3. A pump head of 40 m was assumed for estimation of power requirement.

The OPEX related to cooling is simply taken as the power requirements for pumpimg the

cooling medium as well as the external seawater pumping. Likewise, the heating medium

is assumed to be heated by waste heat from the power generation exhaust gas, and thus

the OPEX related to heating medium is for simplicity also assumed to be limited to the

circulation pump power requirement.

In the optimization, the variables shown in Table 3 are optimized in order to find the

highest profit. Upstream the final compression stage (export compressor), the gas is cooled
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down to 25 ◦C. The pressure in S111 i.e. on the suction side of the final compression stage

is set as the geometric average between the export pressure, which is fixed at 120 bar, and

the pressure in S11. The main constraint in the present simulation study is the oil export

specification, which states that the RVP of the export oil must not exceed 12 psia. The only

other constraints are that the pressure in the separator stages must be lowered for each stage

as the fluid moves forward in the separation train.

Table 3: Variables used in the optimization including upper and lower bounds.

Variable Unit Scaled variable Lower Upper Description
P_S1 (kPa) x(1) 1250 3500 1. stage separator pressure
P_S2 (kPa) x(2) 300 3000 2. stage separator pressure
P_S3 (kPa) x(3) 100 1000 3. stage separator pressure
T_S11 (◦C) x(4) 25.0 70.0 1. stage scrubber temperature
T_S21 (◦C) x(5) 25.0 70.0 2. stage scrubber temperature
T_S31 (◦C) x(6) 25.0 70.0 3. stage scrubber temperature
T_S1 (◦C) x(7) 33.0 60.0 1. stage separator temperature
T_S2 (◦C) x(8) 33.0 60.0 2. stage separator temperature
T_S3 (◦C) x(9) 33.0 60.0 3. stage separator temperature

Optimization strategy and setup

The strategy for optimization of the objective function utilizes the method of black-box

optimization. Black-box optimization is often the preferred choice, and sometimes the only

choice, when analytical derivatives are not available and when numerical estimation of deriva-

tives is difficult. For process simulation solvers using a sequential solver the recycles/tear

streams may likely cause noisy numerical derivatives.23,24

We apply the method of Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution strategy (CMA-ES)

to find solutions for the various optimization problems. The CMA-ES method is a straight-

forward and very effective optimization strategy. The CMA-ES algorithm is very convenient

since it has minimal parameters to be set by the user, can be run with default settings with

good results, and does not require parameter tuning. In addition, the CMA-ES has been

used for a similar application with success9 and studies also indicate that CMA-ES has good
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performance compared to other algorithms.25,26 The strength of the method relies on a smart

generation of phase-space points (seeds) applied to probe the phase space in an effective way

in search of local/global maxima. Briefly, a population of phase space points (seeds) are itera-

tively generated by sampling from a multivariate normal distribution—with its corresponding

mean and covariance matrix updated at each step in the iteration process—until the method

converges to a local maximum or to the global maximum. That is at each step k+1,M state-

vectors (seeds) x are generated by sampling from a multivariate normal distribution defined

by the mean x̄k and the covariance matrix Σk, that is xk+1
i ∼ x̄k + N(0,Σk), k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

and i = 1, . . . , N . The value of x̄k is computed by a weighted average of a subset of the

xk
i as generated on step k, where the subset is taken to consist of L < N state-vectors xk

i

displaying the highest value of the objective function at step k. Updating of the covariance

matrix Σk is mathematically more involved and is thoroughly discussed in various works by

Hansen and coworkers.27–31 Standard software implementation is readily available, and the

Matlab/Octave implementation by the cmaes.m function32 has been used in this study.

The applied code re-samples by default when the objective function returns NaN, a

convenient functionality in order to deal with some of the constraints we encounter in our

optimization problem. Each variable is scaled to lie between [1:10]. For each investigated

reservoir fluid the default population size is λ = 4 + b3 log(N)c, where N is the number of

variables.

One of the constraints is that the pressure in each separator must be lower than in the

previous separator. This constraint is conveniently implemented by generating NaN in the

objective function code in such cases, and the CMA algorithm generates a new seed, thereby

excluding such prohibited phase space points. The RVP constraint of 12 psia can only be

evaluated after the computation performed by Unisim Design. In case of violation, this is

handled by gradually penalizing the objective function depending on the distance from RVP

of 12 psia. No penalty is applied for RVP < 12 psia and then the objective function equals

f(x) while otherwise it equals f(x) divided by 1+(RVP-12).
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Figure 3: Schematic of computational setup.

An objective function is coded, wrapping calls to the process simulation in Matlab33/Octave.34,35

The calls to and from the Honeywell Unisim Design simulation are performed using the Win-

dows Component Object Model.36 A similar coding and black-box approach for performing

optimization using a commercial process simulator has been used by others, utilizing e.g.
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VBA, Matlab and python.5,9,23,24 The computational setup and flow of the optimization is

visualized in Figure 3. The main parts of the program are implemented in Octave including

the CMA-ES function. The interface between Octave and the process simulation provided

by the Windows Component Object Model is wrapped as a function in Octave, which takes

the process variables as input and returns the objective function. This function is provided

as input to the CMA-ES algorithm. Inside the simulation wrapper the constraints of the

separator pressures are checked. In case of violation, the wrapper function does not call

the simulation and instead returns NaN as described previously. If the separator pressure

constraints are not violated, the process simulation is called and calculated parameters are

returned. Based on the returned parameters, the objective/profit function is calculated. If

the RVP constraint is violated, the objective function is penalized before being returned to

the CMA-ES function. This procedure is repeated iteratively until the stopping criteria are

met. For each of the reservoir fluids investigated, 20 repetitive runs as described above are

performed with the CMA-ES optimization algorithm.

Results and discussion

Gas condensate

The results for the optimization performed for the gas condensate fluid are reported in

Table 4. Besides the bounded variables and the objective function also the main constraint

function, RVP, as well as the total power requirement are tabulated. For illustration, the

behavior in model factors and objective as a function of the number of function evaluations

are depicted for a single optimization run in Figure 4.

Some unambiguous results are obtained as well as some more ambiguous results. Starting

with the similarities between the optimization runs, it is observed that the objective function

is maximized when the first stage separator (S1) pressure (P_S1) is at its maximum, the

third stage separator (S3) pressure (P_S3) is at approx. 180 kPa, the first stage separator
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Table 4: Optimization results for the gas condensate case for 20 runs with the CMA-ES
optimization algorithm. µ is the average, σ is the standard deviation and σ (%) is the
standard deviation relative to the average.

Run P_S1 P_S2 P_S3 T_S11 T_S21 T_S31 T_S1 T_S2 T_S3 RVP Power Obj
(#) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (psia) (kJ/kg) ($/kg feed)
1 3497 1516 180 31.9 25.0 34.1 33.0 50.4 60.0 11.99 149.5 0.25237
2 3499 1503 179 25.0 25.0 37.5 33.0 55.4 60.0 11.98 148.8 0.25261
3 3500 1573 180 36.4 25.0 26.9 33.0 57.7 60.0 11.97 147.4 0.25237
4 3499 1410 179 40.6 25.0 67.8 33.0 37.8 60.0 11.96 158.7 0.25217
5 3500 1407 179 38.8 25.0 66.9 33.0 46.6 60.0 11.99 155.1 0.25223
6 3500 1484 180 36.8 25.0 36.6 33.0 54.9 60.0 11.99 149.6 0.25233
7 3499 1568 180 44.1 25.0 29.7 33.0 55.6 60.0 11.99 152.3 0.25236
8 3500 1603 180 31.6 25.0 25.4 33.0 55.9 60.0 11.99 146.9 0.25246
9 3494 1464 180 65.3 25.1 40.0 33.0 54.9 60.0 11.99 158.3 0.25217
10 3500 1440 179 47.0 25.0 43.9 33.0 60.0 60.0 12.00 152.9 0.25230
11 3498 1512 180 25.0 25.1 33.4 33.0 48.3 60.0 11.99 146.3 0.25255
12 3500 1611 180 40.0 25.0 27.1 33.0 53.9 60.0 11.99 152.2 0.25242
13 3489 1416 179 33.8 25.0 65.4 33.0 59.8 60.0 11.98 152.2 0.25228
14 3500 1577 181 25.0 25.2 25.0 33.0 60.0 60.0 11.99 141.8 0.25260
15 3498 1505 180 25.0 25.2 32.2 33.0 43.8 60.0 11.96 145.3 0.25246
16 3500 1410 179 62.5 25.0 52.7 33.0 55.8 60.0 12.00 159.2 0.25224
17 3493 1414 180 35.2 25.0 50.2 33.0 38.9 60.0 11.99 153.5 0.25219
18 3500 1447 179 51.5 25.2 46.7 33.0 50.9 59.9 11.99 157.7 0.25227
19 3498 1597 180 32.7 25.1 25.7 33.0 50.0 60.0 11.99 147.8 0.25242
20 3496 1453 179 55.6 25.1 46.9 33.0 54.2 60.0 11.98 159.1 0.25221
µ 3498 1495 180 39.2 25.0 40.7 33.0 52.2 60.0 11.98 151.7 0.25235
σ 2.8 71.7 0.7 12.0 0.1 14.0 0.0 6.4 0.0 0.0109 5.1 0.0001
σ (%) 0.08 4.80 0.40 30.69 0.29 34.48 0.02 12.34 0.04 0.09 3.38 0.05
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Figure 4: Results from CMA-ES for the gas condensate case (Run 15). Variables from Table
3 are shown scaled.

(S1) temperature (T_S1) is at its minimum and the third stage separator (S3) temperature

(T_S3) is at its maximum. The second stage suction scrubber temperature (T_S21) is at

the minimum boundary. This is also reflected in the reported standard deviation for the

mentioned variables. The other variables, which include the second stage separator (S2)

pressure (P_S2), the first and third stage scrubber temperatures (T_S11, T_S31), as well

as the second stage separator (S2) temperature (T_S2), all display a significant variance

in results between optimization runs. Apparently, this suggests, that for some variables

unique settings are required to obtain an optimum, whereas other variables are allowed

more variance without deteriorating the optimum value. This observation is similar to that

recently reported by Andreasen.5 Of the 20 runs, run no. 2 is the candidate with the

highest objective function. This run has the optimum objective function with a second stage

separator pressure (P_S2) of 1503 kPa, a first stage suction scrubber temperature (T_S11)

of 25◦C (lower bound), a third stage suction scrubber temperature of 37.5◦C and a second
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stage separator temperature of (T_S2) of 55.4◦C.

It is also observed that the optimum objective function is obtained at an RVP of 12

psia (upper constraint). The RVP = 12 psia coinciding with the optimum objective can be

explained by the condensate export volume being maximized when a high(er) volatility is

allowed, thereby allowing more of the C2–C4 to be dissolved in the liquid export. Turning to

the variables with unique settings again, the high pressure setting in the first stage separator

can be rationalized in terms of a minimization of the compression cost (energy and hence fuel

gas being subtracted from the sales gas revenue) for the compressors downstream the first

stage separator (S1), i.e. the booster compressor after the scrubber S11 and the gas export

compressor downstream the scrubber S12. The temperature in the separation train is going

from the lowest value (S1) to the highest value (S3) with the temperature in the second stage

separator being somewhere in between. This is to some extent in analogy with a distillation

column with a reboiler and a reflux condenser, where the bottom stage is hottest and the

top stage is coldest, giving the best separation. The pressure in the third stage separator

(S3) is in the lower range, but not at the limit. The main function is to ensure that the RVP

constraint is not violated, since apparently the temperature is a stronger measure in ensuring

a higher condensate volume without violating the RVP constraint for applied bounds.

With respect to the temperature in the first separation stage, it might require a sub-

stantial cooling demand to obtain a temperature as low as 33◦C, especially if the flowing

wellhead temperature is high. This will have knock-on effects on inlet cooler size and the

required flow of cooling medium. Another challenge for a low separator temperature may

also be poor separation due to e.g. higher viscosity. This may result in poor oil/water sep-

aration (not included in the present study), or gas being carried over to the liquid phase.

While the probabilistic optimization has provided 20 different optimizations with at least

some of the variables having different settings, it is observed that the achieved optimum for

the objective function is fairly invariant. The difference between the found optima is seen

on the 4th significant digit.
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Black oil

The results for the optimization performed for the black oil fluid are reported in Table 5.

For illustration, the behavior in model factors and objective as a function of the number of

function evaluations are depicted for a single optimization run in Figure 5.

Table 5: Optimization results for the black oil case for 20 runs with the CMA-ES optimization
algorithm.µ is the average, σ is the standard deviation and σ (%) is the standard deviation
relative to the average.

Run P_S1 P_S2 P_S3 T_S11 T_S21 T_S31 T_S1 T_S2 T_S3 RVP Power Obj
(#) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (psia) (kJ/kg) ($/kg feed)
1 2671 534 313 42.4 26.9 41.4 33.0 33.1 60.0 11.99 32.8 0.43430
2 3266 3000 357 56.9 25.0 40.3 33.0 39.2 60.0 12.00 33.7 0.43456
3 3388 600 312 25.0 53.2 60.7 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 29.4 0.43437
4 3081 709 317 48.6 30.5 68.6 33.0 40.9 60.0 12.00 30.8 0.43418
5 2999 582 312 32.5 49.0 25.1 33.0 33.1 60.0 12.00 31.0 0.43437
6 3112 3000 350 30.6 25.0 48.1 33.0 59.4 60.0 12.00 32.5 0.43466
7 3417 1004 323 68.1 25.0 31.5 33.0 48.0 60.0 12.00 29.6 0.43416
8 2997 621 314 29.3 30.1 48.6 33.0 35.0 60.0 12.00 30.4 0.43429
9 3130 1276 330 64.9 25.0 29.5 33.0 58.1 60.0 11.99 30.3 0.43414
10 3253 621 312 50.8 53.5 25.0 33.0 33.0 60.0 11.99 30.9 0.43436
11 3287 594 312 36.7 69.4 45.5 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 30.6 0.43432
12 2931 544 313 34.7 49.2 25.1 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 31.5 0.43437
13 2615 748 321 54.4 62.5 52.5 33.1 45.1 60.0 11.99 33.6 0.43408
14 3071 3000 352 58.6 25.0 41.8 33.0 54.5 60.0 11.99 34.2 0.43461
15 3173 559 312 46.9 66.5 64.8 33.0 33.0 60.0 11.99 31.6 0.43432
16 2906 554 313 33.8 27.3 64.2 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 31.2 0.43433
17 3349 573 313 50.4 54.2 25.0 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 30.9 0.43436
18 3105 576 312 31.8 27.6 36.5 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 30.2 0.43434
19 3203 3000 350 55.3 25.0 42.7 33.0 56.5 60.0 11.98 33.3 0.43462
20 3184 576 312 66.9 47.9 68.5 33.0 33.1 60.0 12.00 32.2 0.43431
µ 3107 1134 323 45.9 39.9 44.3 33.0 40.0 60.0 12.00 31.5 0.43435
σ 207.7 973.7 16.0 13.5 16.0 15.1 0.0 9.8 0.0 0.0053 1.4 0.0002
σ (%) 6.68 85.90 4.95 29.50 40.20 34.06 0.10 24.60 0.00 0.04 4.48 0.04

To begin with, there are both similarities with the gas condensate results as well as

distinct differences. The main similarity is the RVP = 12 psia and unique settings in terms

of temperature on the first (S1) and third stage (S3) separators with the temperature in the

former being at its lowest value and the latter being at its highest value again. The first

and third stage condenser/suction scrubber temperatures are again non-unique. The same

applies to the temperature in the second stage separator (S2). The difference between the

found optima for the different optimization runs is seen on the 4th significant digit.

The main difference is that the parameters which had unique settings for the gas conden-
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Figure 5: Results from CMA-ES for the black oil case (Run 18). Variables from Table 3 are
shown scaled.

sate case, i.e. the first stage separator (S1) pressure (P_S1) and the third stage separator

(S3) pressure (P_S3), do not appear to display as unique settings, as seen from the variance

reported in Table 5. The standard deviation is now 5-7 % percent. The first stage separator

pressure is also lower in average by approx. 400 kPa, whereas the third stage separator

pressure is higher in average by 143 kPa. The second stage separator pressure varies greatly

from either close to the lower bound or at the upper bound, with no values in between. The

second stage condenser/scrubber that had unique settings for the gas condensate case now

has a significant variance between runs. A further distinct difference is also the higher value

of the optimal objective function. This is a direct consequence of the higher fraction of liquid

per unit feed, and the liquid export being the higher value stream.

It is interesting to observe that the first stage separator pressure is not at its upper

bound, since this minimizes power consumption and thereby loss of gas export revenue (due
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to subtraction of fuel gas). One speculative explanation can be that the gas export (and

power required for compression) has a lower weight in the total revenue. Thus, even a slightly

higher energy consumption for gas compression can be tolerated if it actually can increase

the liquid volume export.

Figure 6: Pair plot for variables with large variation for the black oil optimization.

The results for the variables with large variances are analyzed in more detail in the

pair plot in Figure 6. As seen from the Kernel Density estimate of the probability density

function for the objective function, it appears that the obtained maximum objective has
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some clustering. This is also observed for the second stage separator pressure P_S2, as also

briefly mentioned above, with the best candidates among the 20 runs being the ones with

the pressure at the higher bound. Furthermore, it is also noted that the maximum objective

function is obtained when the temperature in the second stage condenser/scrubber is at the

lower bound. The best candidate along the 20 runs is no. 6.

In order to get a clearer picture of the best settings, the runs with low second stage

separator pressure are filtered out from Table 5 and the statistics are recalculated for the

reduced number of runs. The results are summarized in Table 6. It is worth highlighting

that after filtering out the runs with low second stage separator pressure, the only variables

which remain with a substantial variance (T_S11, T_S31, T_S2) are the same as those

showing a high variance for the gas condensate.

Table 6: Filtered optimization results for the black oil case. µ is the average, σ is the
standard deviation and σ (%) is the standard deviation relative to the average.

Run P_S1 P_S2 P_S3 T_S11 T_S21 T_S31 T_S1 T_S2 T_S3 RVP Power Obj
(#) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (psia) (kJ/kg) ($/kg feed)
2 3266 3000 357 56.9 25.0 40.3 33.0 39.2 60.0 12.00 33.7 0.43456
6 3112 3000 350 30.6 25.0 48.1 33.0 59.4 60.0 12.00 32.5 0.43466
14 3071 3000 352 58.6 25.0 41.8 33.0 54.5 60.0 11.99 34.2 0.43461
19 3203 3000 350 55.3 25.0 42.7 33.0 56.5 60.0 11.98 33.3 0.43462
µ 3163 3000 352 50.3 25.0 43.2 33.0 52.4 60.0 11.99 33.4 0.43461
σ 76.3 0.0 3.4 13.3 0.0 3.4 0.0 9.1 0.0 0.0106 0.7 0.0000
σ (%) 2.41 0.00 0.96 26.33 0.00 7.85 0.07 17.28 0.00 0.09 2.20 0.01

Volatile oil

The results for the optimization performed for the volatile oil fluid are reported in Table 7.

For illustration, the behavior in model factors and objective as a function of the number of

function evaluations are depicted for a single optimization run in Figure 7.

As seen from Table 7, the case with volatile oil has a few things in common with both

the gas condensate and the black oil cases. The first and third stage separator temperatures,

T_S1 and T_S3, are at the low and high bound, respectively. Furthermore, the third stage

separator pressure P_S3 has a low variance. The first stage separator pressure P_S1 is near
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Table 7: Optimization results for the volatile oil case for 20 runs with the CMA-ES opti-
mization algorithm. µ is the average, σ is the standard deviation and σ (%) is the standard
deviation relative to the average.

Run P_S1 P_S2 P_S3 T_S11 T_S21 T_S31 T_S1 T_S2 T_S3 RVP Power Obj
(#) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (psia) (kJ/kg) ($/kg feed)
1 3488 1852 194 40.8 25.1 54.8 33.0 55.8 59.9 11.98 93.1 0.39647
2 3467 1833 195 57.3 25.0 63.9 33.0 59.5 60.0 11.98 92.1 0.39643
3 2168 1710 194 33.1 25.1 34.7 33.0 54.4 60.0 11.97 99.0 0.39579
4 3469 1925 195 25.2 25.0 28.2 33.0 51.4 60.0 11.98 89.1 0.39661
5 2648 336 200 59.2 68.6 65.7 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 76.4 0.39362
6 3265 1798 194 34.9 25.0 58.2 33.1 56.4 60.0 12.00 91.8 0.39649
7 2905 1750 195 32.6 25.0 38.9 33.0 41.1 60.0 11.99 93.0 0.39627
8 2659 344 200 57.6 66.2 56.7 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 75.8 0.39363
9 2661 333 200 41.5 49.5 52.9 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 73.2 0.39365
10 2689 1745 193 54.1 25.1 46.6 33.0 46.4 60.0 12.00 103.7 0.39627
11 3480 1865 196 50.4 25.0 34.1 33.0 43.9 60.0 11.99 90.1 0.39642
12 3370 1873 194 25.0 25.2 41.5 33.0 50.0 60.0 11.98 95.3 0.39649
13 2633 335 200 47.7 54.8 57.6 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 74.5 0.39364
14 2863 1747 194 39.3 25.0 38.3 33.0 57.9 60.0 11.99 90.1 0.39633
15 2616 336 200 41.1 61.3 51.0 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 74.0 0.39364
16 2613 336 200 57.8 69.3 68.9 33.0 33.0 60.0 12.00 76.5 0.39362
17 3278 1877 194 34.0 25.1 29.9 33.0 59.7 60.0 11.97 87.3 0.39647
18 3242 1824 195 37.0 25.0 38.6 33.0 49.0 60.0 12.00 92.7 0.39647
19 3399 1815 196 55.1 25.1 47.0 33.0 45.6 60.0 12.00 92.2 0.39640
20 3297 1865 196 57.3 25.0 27.3 33.0 57.7 60.0 11.99 86.5 0.39646
µ 3010 1375 196 44.1 36.0 46.7 33.0 46.4 60.0 11.99 87.3 0.39556
σ 393.6 699.4 2.5 11.4 17.7 12.9 0.0 10.3 0.0 0.0109 9.1 0.0013
σ (%) 13.07 50.87 1.25 25.96 49.04 27.57 0.04 22.25 0.02 0.09 10.38 0.33
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Figure 7: Results from CMA-ES for the volatile oil case (Run 18). Variables from Table 3
are shown scaled.
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the high boundary but has some variance.

All other parameters have a significant variance including the objective function and the

specific power consumption. In order to investigate this in more detail, a pair plot is used for

the volatile oil results for the parameters with the largest variance. This is shown in Figure

8.

Figure 8: Pair plot for parameters with largest variance for the volatile oil case.

From Figure 8, a clear clustering is observed for e.g. the second stage separator pressure,

P_S2, the temperature in the second stage condenser/scrubber, T_S21, and the objective
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function. It is observed that the maximum value of the objective function is favored by the

second stage separator pressure being at a value from 1750 – 1925 kPa and with a second

stage condenser/scrubber temperature being at the lower bound. Filtered results, leaving

out the sub-optimal runs, are compiled in Table 8. The filtered results give more unambigu-

ous results in terms of selecting optimal settings for providing maximum profit, though some

variables still have some freedom to be set at different values without significantly deteri-

orating the obtainable profit. Also in this case, after filtering out, the variables remaining

with a substantial variance are T_S11, T_S31 and T_S2, as in the other two cases. In this

case, however, P_S1 also keeps a relatively high variance. Apparently, some variables have

a higher variance by nature, or allowed by the process, whereas the high variance in the un-

filtered results for some parameters is due to the optimization not finding a global maximum

in some cases e.g. due to its stochastic nature combined with insufficient population size,

coarse stopping criteria etc. The candidate with the highest value of the objective function

is run no. 4.

Table 8: Filtered optimization results for the volatile oil case. µ is the average, σ is the
standard deviation and σ (%) is the standard deviation relative to the average.

Run P_S1 P_S2 P_S3 T_S11 T_S21 T_S31 T_S1 T_S2 T_S3 RVP Power Obj
(#) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (◦C) (psia) (kJ/kg) ($/kg feed)
1 3488 1852 194 40.8 25.1 54.8 33.0 55.8 59.9 11.98 93.1 0.39647
2 3467 1833 195 57.3 25.0 63.9 33.0 59.5 60.0 11.98 92.1 0.39643
3 2168 1710 194 33.1 25.1 34.7 33.0 54.4 60.0 11.97 99.0 0.39579
4 3469 1925 195 25.2 25.0 28.2 33.0 51.4 60.0 11.98 89.1 0.39661
6 3265 1798 194 34.9 25.0 58.2 33.1 56.4 60.0 12.00 91.8 0.39649
7 2905 1750 195 32.6 25.0 38.9 33.0 41.1 60.0 11.99 93.0 0.39627
10 2689 1745 193 54.1 25.1 46.6 33.0 46.4 60.0 12.00 103.7 0.39627
11 3480 1865 196 50.4 25.0 34.1 33.0 43.9 60.0 11.99 90.1 0.39642
12 3370 1873 194 25.0 25.2 41.5 33.0 50.0 60.0 11.98 95.3 0.39649
14 2863 1747 194 39.3 25.0 38.3 33.0 57.9 60.0 11.99 90.1 0.39633
17 3278 1877 194 34.0 25.1 29.9 33.0 59.7 60.0 11.97 87.3 0.39647
18 3242 1824 195 37.0 25.0 38.6 33.0 49.0 60.0 12.00 92.7 0.39647
19 3399 1815 196 55.1 25.1 47.0 33.0 45.6 60.0 12.00 92.2 0.39640
20 3297 1865 196 57.3 25.0 27.3 33.0 57.7 60.0 11.99 86.5 0.39646
µ 3170 1820 195 41.2 25.1 41.6 33.0 52.1 60.0 12.0 92.6 0.39638
σ 383.2 62.7 0.8 11.6 0.1 11.3 0.0 6.2 0.0 0.0 4.5 0.00019
σ (%) 12.09 3.44 0.42 28.09 0.26 27.15 0.05 11.83 0.03 0.09 4.86 0.05
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Comparison between fluids

The results of the optimal plant settings for the three fluids investigated are summarized in

Figure 9. The graphs show the best candidates from the repetitive optimizations runs.

(A)

(B)

Figure 9: Comparison of optimal parameter settings for the three fluids investigated, showing
(A) optimal separator pressures and (B) optimal temperature settings. Error bar magnitude
is equal to one standard deviation as found from the repetitive optimization runs. For the
black oil and the volatile oil the standard deviation is derived for the filtered runs.
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For the first stage separator pressure, P_S1, there is an apparent tendency for a declining

optimal pressure going from gas condensate, over volatile oil to the black oil case. However,

the volatile oil has a significant variance. For the second stage separator pressure, P_S2, as

well as the third stage separator pressure, P_S3, there is a trend of increasing pressure for

the optimal settings, cycling over gas condensate, volatile oil and black oil, in that order.

The black oil is apparently a special case with the second stage separator having the optimal

pressure at the upper bound, with little difference from the first stage separator. One could

argue that this effectively renders the oil and gas separation as a two-stage separation, with

very little load on the second stage separator. This could be interesting to analyze in more

detail in future studies. One caveat though is that the re-compression of the gas from the

third stage separator in order to be commingled with gas from the second stage separator

requires a very high compression ratio. Such a high compression ratio will require a two-stage

compression process with inter-stage cooling and condensate knock-out.

As already described for all three fluids, the temperature in the first stage separator,

T_S1, is optimal at the lower boundary while optimal at the high boundary for the third

stage separator temperature, T_S3. The second stage separator pressure is optimal in the

high end between 50 and 60◦C for all fluids, with some variation for the optimal cases between

the different fluids, but considering the variance it is difficult to conclude on a significant

trend. The variance itself indicates that some freedom to set the temperature is available

without significantly reducing the objective function.

With respect to the temperature in the condensers/scrubbers in the compression train,

a temperature at the lower boundary is favored for all three fluids. For the first stage sepa-

rator, a low temperature is favored, but like the temperature in the second stage separator,

significant variance is found between repetitive optimization runs. For the third stage con-

denser/scrubber, T_S31, at least it seems that a higher temperature is required for the black

oil compared to the volatile oil. Both the gas condensate and the volatile oil displays large

variance, again indicating some freedom in setting this temperature.
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Optimization potential

A large effort has been made in order to optimize the profit for the three fluids investigated,

yet in lack of a reliable and realistic baseline, it is not known exactly how much this optimiza-

tion is worth. Obviously, the performance of any optimization depends on the baseline when

benchmarked. The models and parameters employed in the present study do not resemble

any existing real separation plants from which a baseline can be defined. As an alternative,

a baseline will be defined by performing separate optimization runs, but now with the con-

straints that the first stage separator pressure shall be at the high boundary and that the

pressure in the second stage separator shall be given by PS2 =
√
PS1PS3 (geometric mean).

The geometric mean is a common rule of thumb applied for optimal intermediate separator

pressure.15 Furthermore, the RVP shall be at least 11.9 psia, but still below or equal to 12

psia. Otherwise, all other parameters are subject to the same boundaries as defined in Table

3. As a difference to the previously defined optimization problems, now the objective is to

find the lowest (worst) objective function value. This baseline will be named "best case" i.e.

the baseline showing the largest potential for optimization as compared to the optimal cases

found in the previous sections. Another scenario with the same constraints on P_S1 and

P_S2, but now with the target to find the largest profit/best objective function, is used as

another baseline. This is named "realistic case".

The relative change in profit/objective function from the two baselines defined in the pre-

vious paragraph to the best candidates as found in the previous section is shown in Figure

10 (A). Note that positive changes reflect a reduction in the objective function with respect

to the best optimum found. The results show that apparently the gas condensate case has

the largest potential for optimization in terms of maximizing profit considering the "best

case" baseline. The optimization potential decreases for the volatile oil and the black oil in

that order. Considering the "realistic case", where partial optimization has been done, and

which therefore might better represent a real starting point for optimization, the optimiza-

tion potential is obviously less. Now the gas condensate and volatile oil are comparable in the
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(A)

(B)

Figure 10: Realized change (decrease/improvement) in objective function/profit (A) from
the defined baselines to the optimal candidates and (increase/deterioration) in power con-
sumption.
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magnitude of realized optimization potential (0.7% and 0.9%, respectively), whereas a much

lower optimization potential seems realizable for the black oil case (0.1%). The magnitude

of the realizable optimization potential is notoriously dependent on the baseline; however,

a comparison has previously been made by Andreasen7 including results from other stud-

ies.3,10,13,14 The potential for optimization in either stabilized oil export or total profit seems

to be in the range from 0.1–2.0 %. The defined "realistic case" baseline showing a potential

of 0.1–0.9% seems to be very much in line with this range of optimization potentials.

Figure 10 (B) shows the concurrent increase in power requirement when going from the de-

fined baseline scenarios to the same optimal solutions as used for comparing profit/objective

function optimization. These results are very interesting, since a huge difference in power

requirement is seen. The results clearly show that it is very costly in terms of power require-

ment to optimize the operating profit which to a large extent is controlled by the amount of

well fluid recovered as liquid export. Even for the "realistic case" baseline for the volatile oil,

an increase in power of 30% is seen for an increase in profit of 0.9%. It has been observed

and noted by others that the amount of condensation taking place in the gas compres-

sion/treatment system can have a huge effect on the power requirement for compression.7,37

The rationale is that condensate formed during cooling in the compressor suction coolers or

due to hydrocarbon dew point control (not modeled in the present study) by e.g. J-T cooling

(adiabatic) or gas expanders (isentropic) is normally recycled back into the separation sys-

tem, where partial evaporation takes places. The effect is a build-up of a substantial recycle,

especially middle components such as C3–C5. This effectively increases the mass flow rate

through the compressors and hence the amount of required power. This is also somewhat in

analogy with distillation columns, where increased purities can be obtained increasing the

reflux ratio, even though this gives increased expenses (more heat required at the reboiler,

more reflux to be pumped and cooled as well as a larger column).

The increased power required for realizing the optimum operating profit has a significant

impact on the facility design. Increasing compressor power results in larger compressor pack-
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ages, larger suction scrubbers since more flow is handled, and larger suction scrubber coolers

being required due to increased cooling demand. Again, this trickles down and impacts the

cooling system which needs to offer a higher duty/more flow. The increased compression

system power requirement impacts electricity generation (if supplied by gas turbine driven

generators), which also increases in size. Even the size of the oil and gas separators in the

separation train may be impacted by the larger liquid and vapor flow that needs handling.

The required cost for designing the facility to handle this might even result in a negative

NPV for the entire project development. For existing facilities, the optimal operating profit

may also become difficult to realize without significant modifications to existing equipment.

Limitations in installed equipment e.g. compressors, heat exchangers, separators/scrubbers

may prohibit reaching a global optimum due to increasing recycle streams challenging design

limits.

Taking the above considerations into account when applying multi-parameter optimiza-

tion of an oil and gas separation plant, it will be beneficial to not only optimize OPEX,

but equally important, to optimize CAPEX, i.e. a multi-objective optimization problem.

This can be reduced to a single-objective problem by aggregating CAPEX and OPEX into

a function for NPV.

Conclusion

The optimization of an oil and gas separation plant for different characteristic reservoir fluid

types has been performed in this work. The oil and gas separation plant, represented by

a rigorous process simulation model, consists of three separation stages, and a compres-

sion system, re-compressing the flashed gas from each separator into a common gas export

compressor. Each compression stage includes a suction cooler and a scrubber upstream a

compressor. The suction cooler allows cooling and partial condensation of the flash gas. Any

liquids condensing in the suction scrubbers are fed back into the separation train. The three
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fluids show some similarities in their optimal settings:

• The temperature in the first stage separator is optimal at the low bound.

• The temperature in the third (final) stage separator is optimal at the high bound.

• The temperature in the second stage separator is optimal in the higher range towards

the upper bound, but with significant variation across repeated optimization runs,

indicating some flexibility in setting this temperature.

• The temperature in the scrubber/condenser before compression of the gas from the

middle stage separator is optimal at the low bound.

• The temperature in the first stage condenser/scrubber is optimal near or at the low

bound, but there is a significant variation between consecutive optimization runs, in-

dicating that there is some degree of freedom in setting this parameter without signif-

icantly deteriorating the optimum.

The following general trends are found:

• The pressure in the first stage separator is optimal at the high bound for the gas

condensate case. For the volatile oil and the black oil cases, the optimal separator

pressure is lower and decreasing in the order of decreasing GOR. However, volatile oil

optimal setting has a significant variance indicating that the optimum of the objective

function is less sensitive to the exact value.

• The optimal pressure in the second stage separator generally increases in the order of

decreasing GOR of the fluid optimized, i.e. the order is: gas condensate, volatile oil

and black oil.

• The optimal pressure in the third stage separator generally increases in the order of

decreasing GOR of the fluid optimized, i.e. the order is: gas condensate, volatile oil

and black oil.
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In terms of an estimated optimization potential, it is found that for at least the gas

condensate and the volatile oil, depending on the quality of the starting point, the operat-

ing profit from product sales can be increased by close to 1% by performing a plant-wide

optimization using an evolutionary algorithm. For the black oil, the optimization potential

is much less, but still significant. It is also noticed that the maximization of operating profit

comes at a cost of increased power consumption, due to increased internal recycles of middle

components/NGL. This is most pronounced for the volatile oil. This information is very

useful and can be exploited for a minimization of the environmental footprint through re-

duced fuel gas combustion for power generation. The competing forces of power requirements

and production optimization should be explored in greater detail in future studies using e.g.

multi-objective optimization and Pareto analysis.
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Abbreviations

ANN Artificial Neural Networks

CAPEX Capital Expenditure

CMA-ES Covariance Matrix Adaption Evolution Strategy

COM (Windows) Component Object Model

COSTALD Corresponding State Liquid Density

EA Evolutionary Algorithm

EOS Equation of State

FPSO Floating Production Storage Offloading Vessel

GA Genetic Algorithm

GOR Gas Oil Ratio

LHV Lower Heating Value

LNG Liquefied Natural Gas

NGL Natural Gas Liquids

NPV Net Present Value

NSGA Non-dominant Sorting Genetic Algorithm

OFAT One Factor At a Time

OPEX Operational Expenditures

PFD Process Flow Diagram

PH Pressure-Enthalpy (flash)

PVT Pressure, Volume and Temperature

PWO Plant-wide Optimization

RSM Response Surface Model/Methodology

RVP Reed Vapor Pressure

SG Specific gravity

SLSQP Sequential Least SQuares Programming

SQP Sequential Quadratic Programming

TVP True Vapor Pressure

UDF User Defined Flash/Function

VBA Visual Basic for Application
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